"BOOST IOWA!" SLOGAN OF HAWKEYES

Speakers at University Dinner Urge Support of Old Gold

Dinner Proves Enormous Success and Seven Hundred Attend—Many Turned Away—Classes and Other Organizations Put on Novel Stunts—Freshman Laws Feature.

Boost! Boost! Boost!

And with the biggest audience of the season in attendance, the freshmen made the Old Army a very pleasant place to be, with their songs, plays, and speeches. The Old Gold must be maintained, they said, because every song and play tells its story in your behalf. A thousand people, it was estimated, formed the audience, and not a single one was in the dark about the Old Gold's value.

The first speaker of the evening was the head of the Freshman Class, and he surely was a model for the others who have followed. His speech was a ringing tribute to the Old Gold, and everybody doing his part, he said, will give the men their time respected at the better end of the band. He said that the Old Gold is worth more than its weight in gold, and in order for it to live, you must be its champion.

The place of entertainment, which is in perpetuity, will be the site of the next Freshman Dinner. With the year 1921 coming up, the expectant group fell in love with the sight of the Old Gold in action. I said that this place has been established for a very long time, and for the Old Gold to continue, the audience must be ready to support it.

The DiRobi dinner was the highlight of the evening. The DiRobi were well out of their element, but they were given a great deal of encouragement by the Freshmen, who said that the DiRobi were just as good as the Old Gold, and that they should be treated with the same respect.

The Freshmen had a great time, and the Old Gold was well represented. The evening was a great success, and the Freshmen are looking forward to next year's dinner.

The Freshman Class will be proud of the Old Gold, and the Freshmen are looking forward to next year's dinner.

The Freshman Class will be proud of the Old Gold, and the Freshmen are looking forward to next year's dinner.
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Easter Sunday, received... Do you remember the time when you were young and Easter was all about the hunt for eggs and the special service at church? We hope you had a wonderful holiday, filled with family and friends.

April 4. Sophomore Oratorical Contests. Special Redstone Auditorium, 8-8:15.


OFF DOWNTOWN SAGE OF HAWKESVILLE

(Continued from page 1)

You given by Hyland, who said that they were going out of their way to tell Iowa for the past season because they did not know anything about Iowa and had probably graduated from some other institution.

After Hyland had concluded speaking the President Iowa put on a big stunt and caused a tremendous commotion by exhibiting a banner on the floor of above. It Is
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IOWA HAS SPirit.

That there is colorless spirit and plenty of it at Iowa was only common sense. Everyone knows how to appreciate the student body gone behind the Greater University committee was for before. As representatives of two hundred people have been carried away from the University dinner on account of lack of money it is stated that this is an institution which has won the greatest honor to secure its permanence. The helping spirit shown by the different organizations of the school in their efforts to make the dinner interesting and make Iowa the greatest institution of the middle west. The Iowa is not only glad to continue the body which it represents for its magnificent support of the University dinner. The dinner was a great success.

The Greater University committee to awaken a realization of what the dinner really means to Iowa have been the largest in developing the interest that was demonstrated last night. Such a dinner for the University by every hand is the only thing that will make it possible to continue the work of the University. Professor Tice's.
**FIRE SALE**

**OF...**

**Cigars**

**Pipes**

**Tobaccos**

Come in and look over this stock.

O. H. FINK

---

**UNIVERSITY BOOK STORE ON THE CORNER**

**CET Books and Supplies**

**PRESSES ALWAYS RIGHT**

A FULL LINE OF COLLEGE JEWELRY

ALWAYS IN ALL SIZES AND STYLES

**TRY THE THOMAS HARDWARE STORE**

**On the Corner**

**On the Square**

---

**LilleyUniforms**

Are made of the best quality of cloth. Perfect Military Fitting.

Hal. Cts.
Chevyrs.
Shoulder Knots.

For LILLEY Goods Call on

WILLNER'S MAX MAYER

JOS. SLAVADA

COAST & SONS

---

**Spring Oxfords**

For Ladies and Gentlemen

In All Leathers

Mueller Bros., 115 Clinton Street

---

**GAY LEWIS**

Fresh and Salt Meats

Fish, Game and Poultry

216 E. College St.

---

**TWO 152R.**

Stud.:-, IH South 0lIl1111

Chas. St. Accounts

---

**PUBLIC NOTICE**

**STATE DEPARTMENT**

**OFFICE OF EDUCATION**

**UNIVERSITY OF IOWA**

**Notice**

To all persons interested:

Iowa City Academy... Prepares Students for State University. Fine Opportunity to make up deficiencies. W. A. WILLIS, Principal.

---

**IT'S OXFORD TIME AT STEWART'S**

Ladies' Tailoring

We are pleased to announce that we are prepared to make ladies' plate tailored suits.

The fabric that we show are from the highest grade woolens house in New York, Virginia, chosen from one suit of the same pattern, thus giving exclusiveness which is so much desired in tailored suits.

This department will be in charge of Mr. S. T. Lewis, who has been identified with us for the past six years in our men's tailoring department as cutter.

Highest grade workmanship, superior fabrics, fit guaranteed.

These suits sell from $40.00 to $60.00.
Chell is teaching in the public schools, the serious illness of his father. Given sickness, his teaching at Grinnell.

Mr. Carl Korab was elected president of the Freshman class this evening at the Kappa fraternity meeting.

There will be a meeting of the business society of the Freshman class this evening at the Kappa Sigma house. All the members are urged to be present.

Professor J. H. Bush was unable to make his class yesterday, being forced to his home because of an spiritual ailment.

Mr. Hamilton, A. M., of Holley, Iowa, was killed home yesterday by the serious illness of his father.

Our 1911 Spring Style Exposition

Will prove—why Willner's have been for over 30 years the recognized leaders in Style, Quality and VALUE in Iowa City... We will prove to you that our claims to larger stocks, finer stocks, and better values are TRUE...You will understand after viewing our magnificent assemblage of Spring apparel why discriminating men and young men, rely on Willner's for authentic fashions year after year... We request your attendance here either Thursday, Friday, or Saturday to see the new AILEE ROCHESTER Varsity clothes, English suits, also the stunning new and widely advertised "MASTER SUITS" for young men from society brand makers. Our opening displays will reveal to you the only complete chart of correct fashions in suits, topcoats, headwear and haberdashery in Iowa City.